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This Week 

The Securities and Exchange Commission is questioning fund managers to find out if ETFs 

that claim to be ESG (environmental, social and governance) investments are trading away 

their votes on sustainability issues... 

–          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

The percentage of stocks above their 200-day moving average has rebounded higher after 

undercutting the critical 15% level. This has marked significant bottoms in the past. 

JC Parets said: 

We never actually know that we've been in a bull market until well after the 

bottom. 

It's easy to look back and pinpoint the March 2020 low or the March 2009 low, for 

example, and say, "That's when the bear market ended and a new bull market 

started". 

But in real time, when we're going through that transition, how can we possibly 

know? 

Well, classic signs of the end of the bear markets are things like historically bearish 

sentiment extremes and washout breadth levels. 

We obviously had both of those as our sentiment readings this summer were the 

most pessimistic since the Great Financial Crisis, and only 14% of stocks on the 

NYSE were in uptrends (compared to almost 90% entering 2021). 

–          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

Jared Dillian said he believed the bear market was over:  

"Because we had very bearish sentiment readings a couple of months ago. If you 

recall, the AAII Sentiment Survey showed that investors were even more bearish 

than they were in the financial crisis. As you know, I pay close attention to 

sentiment, and while I do think sentiment during the financial crisis was worse, it 

wasn’t by a lot." 

–          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

I have very little interest in blockchain and digital currency; however, I saved this article 

because some of my readers may be interested. Fred Wilson is something of an authority on 

digital currency and this week he wrote a piece on "The Merge" in Ethereum. 

–          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          –          – 

Building permit applications are down for new homes. Also, people are walking away from 

(refusing to close on) home purchase contracts because the rise in interest rates has made 

their monthly payments untenable. 

https://www.etf.com/sections/features-and-news/sec-broadens-probe-esg-funds-report
https://schrts.co/bUYXXaKi
https://avc.com/category/blockchain/


Market Barometers       ← Use this link to see all the market barometer charts 

The MTAs for the major indexes are all green now. 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/market_barometer_charts/


A Closer Look 

Price bumped along very near last Friday's close, then declined nearly $40 this Friday.  NYAD declined 

more than price, while SPXA50R copied price but remained above 88. New highs minus new lows is still 

close to zero. 

  

 

 

 

       Chart links:  SPX Price, Advances Minus Declines, Stocks Above Their 50-day Averages, NewHighs–NewLows 

https://schrts.co/SKYVjcgI
https://schrts.co/UYUWYdfx
https://schrts.co/ZmRurDHN
https://schrts.co/NIaNNNRM


Bullish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bull markets. 

 

 

Two thirds of the ETF have positive MTAs and Slopes. 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/core_universe_charts/


Bearish Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during bear markets. 

 

 

About one quarter of the bearish ETFs have both rising slopes and rising MTAs. 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/bonds_and_dividends/


Inflation Universe 

These are ETFs that are likely to do well during strong inflation. 

 

 

A third of the inflation ETFs have both rising slopes and rising MTAs. 

 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/commodities/


Sector Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

Over half of the sector ETFs have both rising slopes and rising MTAs. 

 

 

 

https://trendlinedynamics.com/spx_sector_charts/


Auxiliary Universe       ← Use this link to get to the live summary table 

 

 

Five of the auxiliary sector ETFs have both rising slopes and rising MTAs. 

       =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        =        = 

Stock Universe Top 10 Stocks Sorted by Slope on August 12th  

1. TTD 11.20 

2. F   8.20 

3. ALB   7.80 

4. AMZN   7.70 

5. TSLA   6.90 

6. ODFL   6.70 

7. SBUX   6.00 

8. AAPL   5.90 

9. FDP   4.80 

10. SQ   4.30 

Altogether 28 have rising slopes, 5 more than last week.  

https://trendlinedynamics.com/auxiliary_sector_charts/
https://trendlinedynamics.com/ats_trader_charts/


This Week's Selections 

Last week's choices were: VICI 10%, XBI 10%, and SHV 80%. 

Top 10 ETFs By Slope  

Sym MTA Slope Long High-15% High-7.5% Last Div 

XBI ↑ 9.8 ↑↑ yes $79.10 $86.08 $93.78 0.23% 

UNG ↑ 8.7 ↑↑ no $25.92 $28.20 $30.26 — 

VICI ↑  7.1 ↑↑ yes $29.82 $32.45 $35.39 4.69% 

IBB ↑ 5.0 ↑      

FIW ↑ 4.7 ↑↑ no $71.24 $77.52 $84.56 0.73% 

XLY ↑ 4.5 ↑↑ no $144.42 $157.17 $169.91 0.73% 

XHB ↑ 4.3 ↑      

XLK ↑ 3.6 ↑↑ no $128.02 $139.31 $150.61 0.86% 

VUG ↑ 3.6 ↑      

VGT ↑ 3.6 ↑↑ no $327.24 $356.11 $388.68 0.76% 

Legend: Up: ↑, Down: ↓, Flat/Stable: —

During the Week 

If I had been watching LIT on Monday, I probably would have bought it. But I was too busy at work and 

didn't have time to look at the market until lunch on Wednesday. By that time LIT was clear back to $80. 

RTL is still pushing against the $8 level. CMF and OBV are strong, so I think it's going to break up 

through it. With a dividend at 10.5% per year, this would be a good long-term holding if it rises in price or 

even if it just stays steady between $8 and $9. 

Analysis 

XBI pulled back below $90 but remained above the July range high of $85. Everything else looks pretty 

good. UNG climbed above the $30 level and made a new 3.5 year new high. All other indicators are 

positive. VICI made a 4+ year new high this week. CMF and OBV are flattening. We'll see where this 

goes.IBB has been climbing but the RSI is down to near 50 and the MACD+ is red. Money flow is slowing. 

A bounce up off $125 would get my attention. FIW looks like it is starting a consolidation, although its 

CMF is still above 2. It needs to get above $85 before it's worth considering.  

XLY's CMF continues to remain near zero, and OBV is mostly flat. XHB's MACD+, Heikin Ashi, and ATS 

are down. XLK is still flirting with the $150 level. CMF is strong and OBV is steady. We did not yet get a 

full candle above $150. VUG's MACD+, Heikin Ashi, and ATS are down. VGT will be worth a look if it 

bounces up off $380 with strong money flow.  

My Decisions 

XBI and VICI still look good. UNG now looks strong. So my picks for this week are: VICI 

10%, UNG 10%, XBI 10%, and SHV 70%. 
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